For Immediate Release:
June 5, 2017

Update: Car in the Water

The car that was located in the water today at 3:20 a.m. off of 4th Street North, north of 116th Avenue North, near what is referred to as the 4th Street Bridge, has been reported stolen out of Georgia.

There is no further information on the incident at this time.

***** PREVIOUSLY RELEASED *****

Car in the Water

The St. Petersburg Police Department is currently on scene of a car in the water on 4th Street North, north of 116th Avenue North, near what is referred to as the 4th Street Bridge.

At 3:20 a.m., we were notified that a grey 2010 Jeep Commander with a Georgia license plate was observed in the water at this location. Officers, along with members of the St. Petersburg Fire Department, have so far not located anyone associated with the partially submerged vehicle. It is currently not known how the car came to be in the water.

If any further information is obtained or developed, an update will be provided.

Report number 2017-026908.